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INTRODUCTION
The critical facts in this case are clear and oocontrovetied. Sysco and US Foods are by
far the two largest breadline distributors both nationally-no competitor comes close-and in

dozens of local markets. They have: the most distribution centers, the largest field sales forces,
the largest huck fleets, and the broadest selections of products, including private label products.
Their breadline distribution service revenues and market shares- whether national or in
numerous local markets-dwarf other breadline distributors. Evety day, Defendants engage in a
cutthroat battle with each other for business. The result is significantly lower prices and better
service for customers. This merger would eliminate that competition and those benefits.
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Supp01t of their Motion for Preliminaty Injooction ("Br.")
explained in detail why, ooder precedents of this Circuit, the Commission has established that a
preliminaty injooction should issue under Section 13(b) of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 53(b).
Plaintiffs' case is supported by voluminous evidence from Defendants' own documents and
testimony, third-patty documents and testimony, and substantial expert evidence.
The discovety that has occmTed since the filing of the complaint only su·engthens
Plaintiffs ' case for a preliminaty injtmction, with much of the supp01t coming from Defendants'
own identified hearing witnesses. For example, Defendants contend that there is no national
geographic mm·ket for breadline customers with locations dispersed nationwide or across
multiple regions ("National Customers"). See Opp. at 25-26. Yet, Defendants' economic expert
readily acknowledged that
1

Likewise,

Defendants' argument that Sysco and US Foods m·e not patticularly close competitors (see Opp.

1
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at 36-37), is directly belied by the record, including by the testimony of others identified on
Defendants’ Witness List, dated April 10, 2015. Defense witness
, for example, testified that Sysco and
US Foods are each other’s “closest competitors” for larger accounts with geographically
dispersed footprints, directly refuting Defendants’ claims to the contrary.2 This testimony, and
virtually identical testimony of other defense witnesses,3 is fully consistent with other parts of
the record, including Sysco’s internal documents, which conclude that, in the case of
for example,
4

And, contrary to

Defendants’ arguments that the merging parties are but two of many strong competitors across
all local markets (see Opp. at 30-35),

confirmed what the market shares vividly

show: Sysco and US Foods are the two “dominant” distributors in local markets that include
Southwest Virginia; Columbia, South Carolina; and Raleigh, North Carolina, among others.5
Defendants’ opposition brief fails to rebut either Plaintiffs’ prima facie case or the
extensive direct evidence that the proposed merger would harm competition by eliminating the
head-to-head rivalry between Sysco and US Foods for both National Customers and local
customers. Significantly, Defendants eschew any attempt to address the Supreme Court’s market
definition criteria, see Brown Shoe Co. v. U.S., 370 U.S. 294, 325 (1962), described extensively
by Plaintiffs. Defendants first argue instead that Plaintiffs’ definition of the relevant markets is
unsupported by economic analysis and, therefore, flawed. Defendants then ignore precedents in
this Circuit by arguing that, because some foodservice customers purchase certain products from
2

Dep. at 124-25. See also
Dep. at 143-45 (Sysco and US Foods are close as
competitors on every dimension, including their ability to service customers across multiple regions or nationally).
3
See, e.g.,
Dep. at 143-45.
4
PX01388 at 004 (emphasis added). See also Br. at 25, 28-30 & nn. 86, 91-101.
5
Dep. at 169-70.

2
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other foodservice channels, broadline foodservice distribution cannot be a relevant product
market. As to geographic market definition, Defendants deny the existence of a national
market—despite the controlling force of U.S. v. Grinnell, 384 U.S. 563 (1966), and their own
expert’s opinion (see above)—and further claim that Plaintiffs have defined relevant local
markets incorrectly, without offering any definitions of their own. And they conclude their
Opposition by arguing that several factors, such as the divestiture of 11 US Foods distribution
centers to Performance Food Group (“PFG”), will constrain the merged entity. None of these
arguments has merit.
ARGUMENT
The standard for preliminary injunctions under Section 13(b) in this Circuit is wellsettled. See, e.g., FTC v. H.J. Heinz Co., 246 F.3d 708, 714-15 (D.C. Cir. 2001); FTC v. CCC
Holdings Inc., 605 F. Supp. 2d 26, 35-36 (D.D.C. 2009). As the Heinz Court stressed,
Defendants cannot elevate the Commission’s burden here by asserting that they will not proceed
with the administrative trial on the merits if a preliminary injunction issues (see Opp. at 6-7).
See Heinz, 246 F.3d at 382-83 (“[T]hat is at best a ‘private’ equity which does not affect our
analysis . . . .”). Here, the public interest warrants a preliminary injunction.
I. Plaintiffs Are Likely to Succeed on the Merits
Plaintiffs are likely to succeed in proving at the administrative trial that the merger
between Sysco and US Foods violates Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 18. While
Defendants’ high combined market share alone establishes a presumption of illegality, there is
also extensive direct evidence that the proposed merger would harm competition by eliminating
the head-to-head rivalry between Sysco and US Foods for both National Customers and local
customers.

3
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A. The Evidence Shows That the Acquisition Is Presumptively Illegal
1. Broadline Distribution Is a Relevant Product Market
Defendants’ challenge to Plaintiffs’ market definition of broadline foodservice
distribution is based almost entirely on their claim that Plaintiffs’ economic expert, Dr. Israel,
failed to apply the “hypothetical monopolist test” embodied in the Merger Guidelines. See Opp.
at 17-20. Not only are Defendants wrong about Dr. Israel’s analysis, they ignore Plaintiffs’
reliance on Brown Shoe and its progeny to establish market definition.
a. Brown Shoe and Its Progeny Support Plaintiffs’ Product Market
Definition
In determining the relevant product market, Courts in this Circuit have consistently
applied the “reasonable interchangeability” test, including the “practical indicia,” enumerated in
the Supreme Court’s Brown Shoe decision. See, e.g., FTC v. Whole Foods Mkt., Inc., 548 F.3d
1028, 1037-38 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (discussing the “practical indicia” in Brown Shoe); U.S. v. H & R
Block, Inc., 833 F. Supp. 2d 36, 51 (D.D.C. 2011) (same); FTC v. Swedish Match, 131 F. Supp.
2d 151, 159-60 (D.D.C. 2000) (same); FTC v. Cardinal Health, Inc., 12 F. Supp. 2d 34, 46-47
(D.D.C. 1998) (same); FTC v. Staples, Inc., 970 F. Supp. 1066, 1075-76 (D.D.C. 1997) (same).
Here, Plaintiffs expressly relied on the Brown Shoe factors and showed why they compel
the conclusion that broadline distribution is a distinct product market. Br. at 11-18. These
factors include broadline distribution’s distinct characteristics and uses, specialized facilities,
distinct customers, and distinct pricing. That Defendants and other industry participants
recognize the existence of a market for broadline distribution services only fortifies this
conclusion. See Br. at 11-14. So, too, does the evidence that broadliners, including Defendants,
determine their pricing based on competition from other broadline distributors. Id. at 13 (citing
H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 53). Numerous industry executives identified as hearing

4
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witnesses or declarants by Defendants substantiate the existence of a breadline product mru:ket
through testimony that systems distribution, specialty distribution, and cash-and-cany stores aTe
not viable substitutes for breadline distribution. 6
Nor do Defendants make up any grmmd by ru·guing that some customers' usage of more
than one foodservice chrumel to satisfy some of their foodsetvice needs shows the antitmst
market is broader than breadline distribution. Opp. at 20-23. Comts in this Circuit have
repeatedly rejected arguments to defme the product market to include all finns that may
conceivably compete on some level with the merging pruties. "'[T]he mere fact that a finn may
be tetmed a competitor in the overall mru·ketplace does not necessru·ily require that it be included
in the relevant product market for antitmst pmposes. '" Cardinal Health, 12 F. Supp. 2d at 47
(quoting Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1075-76). In Cardinal Health, this Comt blocked two mergers
of national dmg wholesalers after rejecting the defendant-wholesalers' argument that the product
market should include all possible fmms of prescription-drug distribution, including those
already used to some extent by customers. !d. at 45-49. While recognizing " [a]ll the fmms of
distribution must, at some level, compete with one another," the Comt fmmd that dmg
wholesaling services were not interchangeable with other fmms of distribution and thus
constituted a relevant product mru·ket. !d. at 47. Much like the breadline distribution services a
issue here (see Br. at 12-18), wholesale dmg distribution setvices "provide[d) customers with an
efficient way to obtain prescription diugs," including "centralized warehousing, delivety, and
billing setvices" that enabled customers to avoid "dealing with a large nmnber of vendors, and

at 122-35, 156-57;Dep. at 22, 24;
Dep. at 165-67 169-70. 181-83·
· PX07004

5
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negotiating numerous transactions,” and offered additional value-added services that other
distribution channels did not provide. Id.
Likewise, in Staples, this Court observed that, while the office supply products sold by
the merging parties were “undeniably the same no matter who sells them, and no one denies that
many different types of retailers sell these products,” the office supply superstore channel
nevertheless comprised a distinct relevant product market. Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1075. See
also H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 58-60 (explaining “the principle that the relevant product
market should ordinarily be defined as the smallest product market that will satisfy the
hypothetical monopolist test”). Similarly, here, broadliners’ “unique combination of size,
selection, depth and breadth of inventory . . . distinguishes” them from other foodservice
channels. Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1079.
Notably, the D.C. Circuit also rejected a similar argument in Whole Foods. The Court
recognized that, while “a customer might buy a stick of gum at a supermarket or at a
convenience store,” this fact “does not mean there is no definable groceries market.” Whole
Foods, 548 F.3d at 1040. Some of the items available at premium and natural organic grocery
stores, like those at issue in Whole Foods, are available at other grocery stores, convenience
stores, and numerous other retail outlets. But, as in this case, there were meaningful differences
between the different channels. See id. (finding that some customers “cross-shop” between food
retailers, but rejecting defendants’ claim that traditional supermarkets and premium natural and
organic supermarkets were in the same product market). Defendants provide no reason why
their arguments for a broad market should fare any better than those rejected in Whole Foods,
Cardinal Health, and Staples.

6
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b. Dr. Israel’s Opinion Confirms Plaintiffs’ Market Definition
Contrary to Defendants’ assertions (Opp. at 18), Dr. Israel used standard economic
methodology to analyze whether broadline customers would be substantially more likely to
switch to another broadline distributor than another form of distribution in response to a SSNIP.7
Dr. Israel analyzed testimony and empirical evidence establishing that broadline customers are
unlikely to switch to alternatives that cannot effectively meet their distinct needs. Further, Dr.
Israel performed an empirical test that, in its simplest terms, compares the profits the company
would obtain for those sales it retains at a higher price with the profits it would lose for those
customers that switch to different forms of distribution.
Based on this test, as well as his analysis of empirical evidence and testimony, Dr. Israel
has concluded that broadline distribution services are a relevant product market. In essence, he
has found that most customers of broadline distribution services would switch to other broadline
distributors as opposed to some other alternative—a conclusion that is hardly surprising in light
of the overwhelming evidence that broadline distribution is a separate market under the Brown
Shoe criteria.8 Defendants’ own expert finds that over half of Sysco’s broadline customers
would switch to another broadline competitor (in fact USF) in response to a price increase.9
c. Systems, Specialty, and Cash and Carry Are Not Reasonable
Substitutes for Broadline
Defendants attempt to dismiss the overwhelming evidence supporting a broadline market
as being based “primarily on a small number of customers’ subjective preferences for broadline

7

PX09350 (Israel Report) ¶¶ 87-92.
PX09350 (Israel Report) ¶¶ 87-92. Defendants argue that Dr. Israel used the wrong margin to calculate profits.
Guided by relevant literature, as well as Defendants’ ordinary course documents and data, Dr. Israel considers his
margin calculation to be the most appropriate for product market definition. Defendants also argue that Dr. Israel
improperly calculated the extent to which there would be switching. However, Dr. Israel undertook an extensive
review of the company’s own documents and data to derive the unsurprising conclusion that the two largest
broadline competitors are each other’s closest competitors.
9
PX09375 (Israel Rebuttal Report) ¶ 71 (citing Bresnahan Report § E(2)(a), F(1)(a)).
8

7
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distribution." 10 Opp. at 17. As stressed in H&R Block, however, the relevant inquity is whether
enough customers would switch away from the product at issue in response to a SSNIP. H&R

Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 52. This question is squarely addressed by the testimony from
customers in various classes of tJ:ade and of various sizes that accmmt for a significant portion of
Defendants' broadline revenue; the National Customer declarants alone have combined annual
foodservice distribution purchases of approximately-. 11 For example
stated that no other foodservice channel-systems distribution,
specialty distribution, or cash and cany stores."

12

Other witnesses, including many of Defendants' own local

market declarants, testified along the same lines. 13
This testimony makes clear that broadline distribution has different attributes from other
forms of distribution. First, systems distributors do not compete for broadline business; they are
only able to compete for chain restaurant customers that meet certain size, density, and
10

Defendants cite two customers for their claim that customers could defeat a SSNIP by switching to other
foodservice challllels. Opp. at 19-20, n.58. But those very same customers submitted sworn supplemental
declarations
PX07007
11
Dep. at 105-06, 117;
PX0935
, 11, 12; PX00403
PX00404
Ded.) ~~ 4-5;
.) , 3-4, 12;
PX00445
Decl.) ,~ 4-6,
5. See

Dep. at 154-55;
at 136-37, 140-42;
Decl.) ~~ 4-8;
at 167-

8
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purchasing thresholds. 14 Compared to broadline customers, systems customers purchase a more
limited set of largely customer-proprietruy products lmder a different pricing scheme and often
from different facilities. 15 It would be "next to impossible" for a systems distributor to service a
broadline customer. 16 See Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. at 325; Grinnell, 384 U.S. at 574 ("What
defendants overlook is that the high degree of differentiation between [one product] and the other
[]means that for many customers, only [the first product] will do."). In fact,

17

Similarly, customer after customer, including Defendants' customer-declarants, testified
that they could not replace broadline distribution with a network of specialty distributors.18
Compared to broadliners ' potential to serve as a one-stop-shop, specialty distributors focus on a
nanow product categ01y (e.g., fish). 19 There are also impediments to switching even portions of

Dep. at 107at153;. .
' 131-32, 223-25.
at 110-11, 141, 201Dep. at 11-12. See also
Dep. at 37; PX00267 at
Decl.)

r -"-u•v..,...1 -

Decl.) 1 8; PX07007
Supp.

Dep. at 102-03 ;
at 79, 91-92;
, PX09237-008;

. . at 115, 117;- - Dep. at
Supp.Dec~

9
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purchases from broadliners to specialty distributors, such as disaggregating purchasing power,20
loss of volume rebates and discmmts, 21 higher product and distribution costs,22 and increased
administrative costs,23 such as receiving and stocking more deliveries, checking more invoices,
and paying more checks?4 See Cardinal Health , 12 F. Supp. 2d at 47. As one of Defendants'
witnesses testified, it would be "financially prohibitive" to replace breadline distribution with
one or more specialty distributors?5
Similarly, the record confnms that cash-and-cany stores are not reasonably
interchangeable with breadline distribution?6 National Customers in particular are emphatic that
they could not switch purchases from broadliners to cash-and-cany stores,27 and they have never
considered contracting with cash-and-cany stores to get better pricing from breadline
distributors?8 Sysco and US Foods executives testified that

Dep. at 208-210; PX00403
12; PX07006
Supp. Decl.)
Dep. at 166-67, 214Decl.) ~

Av'-•'+vv •

10
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29

.

and

30

Other distributors have similar experiences? 1

At the local level, however, even foodse1vice operators that sometimes shop at cash-andcany stores today, including many ofDefendants' customer-declarants, emphasize that they
could not switch a significant portion of their business to cash-and-cany stores.32 In pruticular,
local foodse1vice operators are willing to pay higher prices for products delivered by breadline
distributors in order to avoid the time and expense of shopping at a cash-and-cru1y store. 33
Indeed, switching to cash-and-cru1y stores is even more difficult than switching to specialty
distribution, principally because of the lack of a delive1y option at cash-and-cany stores.34

d. National Customers and Local Customers Are Distinct
As explained in Plaintiffs' opening Brief, it is appropriate to analyze the merger's effects
separately for National Customers and local customers. See Br. at 14. National Customers ru·e
fundamentally different from local foodse1vice operators because their foodse1vice distribution
requirements span a number of locations that are geographically dispersed. The difference
between National Customers and local customers is not just adininistrative, as Defendants claim.
Opp. at 14. This reality is confnmed not only by Plaintiffs ' slew ofNational Customer

at 102-04;- - Dep. at 52-56.
Dep. a~o PX03114-003, 004;

11

Dep. at
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Declarants35-the vast majority of which Defendants inexplicably opted not to subpoena or
depose in this case36-but also by other evidence, including Defendants' own documents
prepared in the ordimuy course of business?7

US Foods' documents describe
40

Similarly, PFG, the proposed divestiture buyer in this

case,

Likewise,

PX00466 Ded.) ~ 8;
Decr.nlii 6, 8;
Decl.) ~~ 6, 8;

1 at 020; PX03220 at 008-011; PX03034 at 006; PX05049 at
020.
38
PX09010 at 004 (emphasis added).
39 Id.
40
PX03122-004.
41
PX00429- Decl.) ~~ 15- 16, 19, 23.
42
PX09060-Q"i3'1emphasis added).

12
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The vety existence of Distribution Market Advantage ("DMA"), which brings together a
group of regional distributors under a common umbrella to attempt to compete for National
Customers, is evidence that there is a distinct class of customers with geographically dispersed
44

footprints that contract for and demand broadline distribution across their facilities.

Despite Defendants ' attempt to distinguish Plaintiffs ' approach to market definition from
the approach taken by Dr. Israel (see Opp. at 2, 11-12), there is no difference in how Plaintiffs
and Dr. Israel analyze the proposed merger. Both use the Merger Guidelines to define the
relevant product market as breadline foodservice distribution setv ices, with Plaintiffs relying on
controlling case law as well. 45 Within that product market, both conclude that it is appropriate to
analyze the competitive effects of the merger separately for National Customers and local
customers.46 Defendants' characterization of Dr. Israel 's analysis as somehow substantively at
odds with the Plaintiffs is superficial, at best.

2. For National Customers, the Relevant Geographic Market Is National
Defendants' argument that there is no nationwide geographic market for National
Customers flies in the face of their own expert's testimony47 and cannot be reconciled with

Grinnell or this Court's decision in Cardinal Health, cases Defendants ' Opposition does not
even address. The contractual practices and other factors that led the Supreme Court to find a
national geographic market in Grinnell are readily present in this case. As in Grinnell,
Defendants' individual distribution centers may be "in a sense local," but the presence of other

43
44

Dep. at219
Br.
(Israel
46
Br. at 14; PX09350 (Israel Report) § II(D) (discussing national and local customers in the context of Section 4.1.4
of the Merger Guidelines, which is entitled "Product Market Definition with Targeted Customers") (emphasis
added); PX093 75 (Israel Rebuttal Repmt) 1 16.
47
See Hausman Dep. at 132-33. See also Hausman Report (Opp. Ex. 14) 1 30.
45

13
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factors knits these locallmits together to constitute a national footprint that is relevant for
antitmst pmposes. As in Grinnell, Defendants plan on a national level, including by maintaining
"national account" teams dedicated to serving National Customers;48 they deal with multistate
businesses on the basis of nationwide contracts; 49 their contracts with customers, like other
broadliners that may service pmt of a National Customer's business, cover activities in many
states;5° and the pricing, service, and other tenus contained in those contracts apply across
regions regm·dless of customer location.5 1 See Grinnell, 384 U.S. at 575-76. See also Cardinal

Health, 12 F. Supp. 2d at 50 (fmding a national geographic market) (citing Grinnell, 384 U.S. at
575).

3. For Local Customers, Numerous Local Areas Are Relevant Geographic
Markets
Defendants also miss the mark by arguing that Dr. Israel 's methodology for defming
local geographic markets affected by the merger yields mm·kets that are too nmTow. Opp. at 2728. Defendants offer no altemative methodology, much less calculate what their market shares
would be using an altemative methodology. Instead, they asse11 that Dr. Israel's methodology is
"arbitraty" because it does not accmmt for competitors' ability to enter and compete. Id. at 2627. But, as Dr. Israel's detailed report explains, he used accepted (m1d conservative) methods to
define the local mm·kets in this case.
To defme local markets, Dr. Israel follows the Merger Guidelines, "building up the
48

See, e.g.
Dep. at 76,
49
See, e.g.
Dep. at 9-1
PX09299.

Dep. at 235-36;
PX01064 at
Dep. at 90-91 ;- PX00287 at 00~

81-84;
IHTr.
' 90-91
Dep. at

50

at146-47; Decl.) ~~ 2, 7-9. See also

Dep. at 1
4; PX00073 at
1107 at 015. See also PX09299.

14

IHTr. at 117- 18);
at 104; PXO
027-030; PX00287 at
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candidate market sta1t ing from each party' s locations, then adding the areas in which a customer
could fmd an altemative supplier lmtil [he] reach[ es] a geographic market over which a
hypothetical breadline monopolist could impose a SSNIP."52 Using this methodology, Dr. Israel
focuses on overlapping draw areas (the area within which a distribution center makes 75% of its
shipments to Local Breadline Customers (weighted by revenue)), or altem atively, CBSAs,
containing aggregations of relevant local customers. 53 By defining geographic markets based on
market-specific draw areas, the size of a specific geographic market varies by locality. An
"intentional feature" of Dr. Israel's approach designed to have "the benefit of expanding the area
from which the set of competitors is considered in markets where distributors tend to deliver at
fatther distances (perhaps more rural areas) and contracting that m·ea fi·om which the competitive
set is drawn in markets where distributors tend to deliver in greater proximity to customers (often
urban mm·kets where traffic and congestion are a factor)." 54
Defendants do not put forth an altemative method to defme geographic markets, but
instead attempt to confhse the issue by claiming that the distance travelled by distributors does
not matter to customers. See Opp. at 28-29. Nothing could be fmther fi·om the truth. Many
National Customers and local customers testified that distance is impmtant to them an d infmms
their choice of a distributor.5 5 The customer testimony that Defendants cite is taken out of

PX09350 (Israel Report) ~ 97. See also id. ~ 216; PX09375 (Israel Rebuttal Report)~ 55.
PX09350 (Israel Report)~~ 12, 220. Overlap areas are defined " as the overlap of the 75 percent draw areas for
Sysco and USF distribution centers." Id . ~ 221, n.406. A Core Based Statistical Area (CBSA) is a grouping of
adjacent metropolitan areas dravm according to commuting pattems. !d. Dr. Israel confirms that his results are
stable and robust using altemative calculations, including 90 percent draw areas and a 95 percent scaled draw area
methodology. Id. ~ 98; PX09375 (Israel Rebuttal Report) ~ 58.
54
PX09375
Rebuttal
56 n.
57 n.91.
55
15, 192-193
129;
52
53
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context and is immensely misleading. 56 Defendants also cite to Dr. Bresnahan's switching study
as evidence that distributors from outside the relevant geographic market sell to customers within
the market, but that study is deeply flawed and unreliable. 57 Fmthennore, Defendants claim that
distributors travel distances far greater than Plaintiffs state, but then cite an example of
distribution to "select chain customers" rather than breadline distribution. 58 See Opp. at 29 n.92.
Plaintiffs recognize that systems distributors service customers at faT greater distances than
breadline distributors; indeed, that is one of the defming characteristics of systems distribution. 59

4. The Merger Is Presumptively Illegal in the Relevant Markets
The merger will combine the two largest breadline distributors in the countly, which
together account for 75% of the sales to National Customers. Importantly, Plaintiffs' national
market shares include all sales made by breadline disti·ibutors to National Customers regardless
of conti·acting model (e.g., sole or multi-somce). Thus, even accounting for National Customers
that bid their business regionally or conti·act with multiple disti·ibutors, National Customers still
ovetwhelmingly use Defendants for breadline disti·ibution services. The combined firm will also
have a commanding presence in 32local markets, in each of which Defendants' combined share

some
from out-of-market distl·ibutors does not invalidate an
analysis of the relevant market that focuses on the area of competition between Sysco and US Foods. As
Defendants point out, foodservice distribution customers ha:ve idiosyncrasies, and some may have reason to tolerate
the decline in service and increased cost associated with distribution from a distance. Rather, the evidence from
Defendants and third parties shows that the overwhehning majority ofbroadline foodservice distribution occw·s
dose to the distribution center, and thus fomlS the basis for competitive decisions made by the companies (tailored
to the revealed preferences of customers to typically buy from a proximate distributor).
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is greater than 50%.
Defendants do not directly address Plaintiffs’ market shares for broadline services sold to
National Customers. Instead, they merely claim that Defendants’ “combined ‘market share’
nearly triples, to 78%” from 27%, as a result of the Plaintiffs’ market definition. Opp. at 6, 10,
16. This comparison is meaningless because Defendants have not defined any relevant antitrust
market, much less calculated shares in such a market. See In re Air Passenger Computer
Reservations Sys. Antitrust Litig., 694 F. Supp. 1443, 1467 (C.D. Cal. 1988) (“Evidence of
market share, however, is only important after the relevant market has been defined.”), aff’d sub
nom., Alaska Airlines, Inc. v. United Airlines, Inc., 948 F.2d 536 (9th Cir. 1991).
In any merger case, all that is required by the courts is that market share estimates be
“reliable, reasonable, [and a] close approximation of relevant market share data” that accurately
represent “the broad picture.” H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 72; FTC v. PPG Indus., Inc., 628
F. Supp. 881, 884 n.6 (D.D.C. 1986) (“[I]n the compilation of [market share] statistics . . .
precision in detail is less important than the accuracy of the broad picture presented.”) (quoting
Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. at 342 n.69), rev’d in part on other grounds, 798 F.2d 1500 (D.C. Cir.
1986); accord U.S. v. Cont’l Can Co., 378 U.S. 441, 459 n.10 (1964). Defendants’ extremely
high market shares are confirmed by their ordinary course documents60 and the various iterations
of market share that Dr. Israel calculates as a robustness check.61 See U.S. v. Bazaarvoice, Inc.,
No. 13-cv-133, 2014 WL 203966, at *69 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 8, 2014) (“The Court recognizes that
the above measures do not perfectly capture the combined entity’s share of the R&R market.
Nonetheless, each of the measures reveals the same basic market structure: that Bazaarvoice and
PowerReviews are the two dominant providers of R&R and they have a combined market share

60
61

See, e.g., PX03123 at 064-064; PX03152 at 025; PX01080 at 001; PX03130 at 001.
PX09350 (Israel Report) §§ III(A)(2), IV(A).
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in excess of 50 percent.”). And Dr. Israel points out that if all broadline customers (national and
local) are included in the market share calculations—which seems to be the implication of
Defendants’ argument—Sysco’s post-merger market share would increase in local markets.62
B. Defendants Have Not Rebutted the Strong Presumption of Illegality or
Plaintiffs’ Showing of Likely Competitive Harm
With the strong presumption that the merger will substantially lessen competition firmly
established, “the burden shifts to the defendants to rebut the presumption by ‘show[ing] that the
market-share statistics give an inaccurate account of the merger’s probable effects on
competition in the relevant market.’” H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 49-50 (quoting Heinz, 246
F.3d at 715).
1. Plaintiffs’ Unilateral Effect Theory Is Consistent with the Merger
Guidelines and the Case Law
Courts in this Circuit have recognized that a merger is likely to generate anticompetitive
effects if “the products controlled by the merging firms [are] close substitutes, i.e., ‘a substantial
number of the customers of one firm would turn to the other in response to a price increase.’”63
H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 81 (quoting CCC Holdings, 605 F. Supp. 2d at 68) (emphasis in
H&R Block). Unilateral anticompetitive effects are likely if a “merger between two competing
sellers prevents buyers from playing those sellers off against each other in negotiations,” which

62

PX09350 (Israel Report) ¶¶ 225-26; Table 7.
While H&R Block and Swedish Match set forth the correct legal standard, Defendants mischaracterize the law as
requiring that “the defendants’ products are customers’ top two choices.” Opp. at 36. Defendants also incorrectly
claim that “the FTC must show actual anticompetitive effects . . . .” Opp. at 35 (emphasis added). Section 7 of the
Clayton Act prohibits any acquisition “where in any line of commerce . . . the effect of such acquisition may be
substantially to lessen competition, or tend to create a monopoly.” 15 U.S.C. § 18 (emphasis added). “Congress
used the words ‘may be’ . . . to indicate that its concern was with probabilities, not certainties” and to “arrest
restraints of trade in their incipiency and before they develop into full-fledged restraints.” Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. at
323 & n.39 (finding that a “requirement of certainty . . . of injury to competition is incompatible” with Congress’
intent of “reaching incipient restraints.”). Thus, to establish a Section 7 violation, “the FTC need not show that the
challenged merger or acquisition will lessen competition, but only that the loss of competition is a ‘sufficiently
probable and imminent’ result of the merger or acquisition.” CCC Holdings, 605 F. Supp. at 35. Plaintiffs have
more than met this burden, providing abundant evidence that the merger between Sysco and US Foods is likely to
cause anticompetitive harm.
63
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"alone can significantly enhance the ability and incentive of the merged entity to obtain a result
more favorable to it, and less favorable to the buyer, than the merging fnms would have offered
separately absent the merger." Merger Guidelines§ 6.1; Swedish Match, 131 F. Supp. 2d at 16870. This is precisely the case here.
The evidence demonstrates that for many breadline customers, Defendants are the top
two- and for some the only two--options for breadline distribution services,64 are each other's
largest and closest competitors,65 and thus are the implicit t1n·eat in negotiations. 66 For example,

The record is replete with
National Customers benefiting from head-to-head competition between only Sysco and US
Foods to achieve better contract tetms. 68 One of Defendants' local customer-declar ants in
testified that he has "serious concems about the effect of the proposed
merger on [his] business" and is "glad that the FTC is challenging it" because if the merger goes
t1n·ough Sysco "will no longer have to deal with head-to-head competition from its closest
competitor, US Foods." 69 Another stated that he is "concemed that this merger will create a

Ded.)~21;. at 82-83, 138Dep. at

· PX01032; PX03212; PX00277; PX03268.
Supp. Decl.) ~ 7.
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monster company.”70
Defendants’ arguments to the contrary are unpersuasive. First, they argue that because
Sysco and US Foods merely provide a drayage function, any distributor, regardless of size, with
a warehouse and a truck could be an equally important competitor—“a truck is a truck and a
warehouse is a warehouse.” See Opp. at 36-37. This ignores that Defendants offer value added
services,71 promote their scale to potential customers,72 and make the majority of their sales to
customers that use large numbers of distribution centers.73 As to local customers, Defendants
say merely that “[t]he FTC’s theory of harm would require it to show that local restaurants will
have no real options post-merger.” Opp. at 37. Yet, proving that this is a merger to monopoly is
not what the law requires. See Section I(B)(3), infra. The overwhelming evidence that Sysco
and US Foods are close competitors for both National Customers and local customers in the 32
local markets at issue demonstrates that unilateral anticompetitive harm to such customers from
this transaction is likely.
2. The PFG Expansion Does Not Counteract the Merger’s Anticompetitive
Effects
PFG’s expansion clearly does not “replac[e] the competitive intensity lost as a result of
the merger . . . .” See Opp. at 38 (quoting Antitrust Division, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Policy Guide
to Merger Remedies at 5 (Oct. 2004)).

74

70

PX07012 (
Supp. Decl.) ¶ 8.
See, e.g., PX01460 at 028-032 (
);
PX00320-027.
72
See, e.g., PX01460-001
).
73
Even if some National Customers seek to use fewer distribution centers—as Defendants claim without citation—
Defendants still benefit from their ability to provide an optimal network to those customers based on a larger and
denser geographic footprint. See, e.g.,
Dep. at 134.
74
Dep. at 112:13-113:19 (discussing PX09257).
71
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Even with the divestitures, PFG would lack geographic coverage

Thus, PFG's acquisition is fraught with risks.

15.
CCC Holdings, 605 F. Supp. 2d at 59. ("Mitchell's counsel [Richard Parker] has [] observed that it is a 'problem'
to allow 'continuing relationships between the seller and buyer of divested assets after divestiture, such as a supply
arrangement or technical assistance requirement, which may increase the buyer's vulnerability to the seller's
behavior.'" (citing Richard G. Parker & David A. Balto, Evolving Approach to Merger Remedies, ANTITRUST
REPoRT (May 2000), available at https://www ftc.gov/public-statements/2000/05/ evolving-approach-merger· its fmancial interests in
remedies)). As in CCC Holdings, although the combined Sysco/US Foods "will ·
11 US Foods distribution
consummation of the

81
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National Customers agree that PFG would not be
an effective replacement for US Foods as a national competitor. 84

3. The Remaining Competitors Cannot Constrain the Merged Firm
Defendants further argue that both National Customers and local customers have other
broadline altem atives. See Opp. at 30-35, 39-41.85 But Plaintiffs do not allege a merger to
monopoly. See Br. at 27-34. There is no legal supp01t for Defendants' suggestion that only a
merger to monopoly may violate the Clayton Act. See FTC v. OSF Healthcare Sys., 852 F.
Supp. 2d 1069 (1083) (N.D. Ill. 2012) (holding that the FTC is not "required to show that all
competition will be eliminated as the result of a merger").
Defendants claim that small competitors will become more of a competitive constraint
post-merger. Yet, where the merger "eliminates a supplier whose presence contributed
significantly to a buyer's negotiating leverage," the merger is likely to cause competitive hatm. 86
As H&R Block makes clear, that hatm occm s even if other competitors are present in the
marketplace. H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 81-89 (blocking the merger even though a
competitor with more than 60% share still existed). In any event, National Customers make
clear that other broadline competitors will not replace the competition lost through this merger
because those competitors lack sufficient geographic coverage,87 product breadth,88 or other

reiterate their arguments that other non·broadline altematives exist, which we address in the discussion
of product market above.
86
PX06059 (M,n·a·n· LTHWI><' "'"'"
87
See, e.g.
Dep. at
PX07019
88
See, e.g.,
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impottant competitive offerings. 89 Local customers similarly would not have similarly
competitive altematives because other breadline distributors charge higher prices,90 and do not
offer adequate product breadth,91 customer service,92 or the ability to make regular on-time
deliveries. 93

4. New Entry Will Not Counteract the Likely Anticompetitive Effects
Defendants similarly fail to meet their bmden on ease of ently. See Staples, 970 F. Supp.
at 1086 (describing defendants' bmden to show ently sufficient to ave1t anticompetitive effects).
Defendants make no claim that ently is likely into the national market,94 and their only two
examples of new ently show how difficult and time-consmning entty and expansion are. 95
Defendants claim
Opp. at 41.96

at
93

See,
Dep. at
Supp. Decl.) 1 3;
- - - - Supp.

Supp.
Supp. Decl.)
.
.
~aniers to ently and expansion in the market for broadline distl·ibution services sold to National
Customers are even higher than in local markets. Br. at 41 (quoting PX03007-005; PX03003-005).
95
Defendants claim
are "testaments to the fact that even small, scrappy
competitors can grow
at 41. It has takenmore ~years to
expand to its cturent fonn. See Opp., Ex. 123. For
it ha~ahnost- -and ahnostl
respectively. See Opp., Exs. 124, 125.
~endants misleadingly point to ~ success with
customer that is not in the
relevantbroadline market proven by~Opp. at 41.
Dep. at 68; PX00113 at
040.
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-

98

Likewise, Defendants' example of-

, a local breadline distr·ibutor that sells
, is misplaced.99 See Opp. at 41-42. It has

almost exclusively to customers in
taken

to reach its cmTent size, 100 which is still

miniscule compared to Defendants' sales i n - . 101

5. Powerful Buyers Cannot Protect Themselves in the Absence of
Meaningful Alternatives
Many of the vety "power buyers" Defendants point to as able to protect themselves have
expressed concern about this merger. 102 That is illlSmprising because the degree to which buyers
may influence the competitive landscape depends on the "choices available" to buyers and "how
those choices likely would change due to the merger." 103 Where the merger "eliminates a
supplier whose presence contr·ibuted significantly to a buyer's negotiating leverage," however,
the merger is likely to cause competitive harm. Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. NV v. FTC, 534
F.3d 410, 440 (5th Cir. 2008). Thus, because the merger would combine the two largest and
closest breadline foodservice distributors, it would eliminate even the most powerful buyers'
ability to "swing back and fm1h between competitors post-acquisition." Chicago Bridge & Iron,
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534 F.3d at 440.
6. Defendants Fail to Show that Efficiencies Counteract the Likely
Anticompetitive Effects of the Merger
Defendants cannot meet their high burden to show that efficiencies will outweigh the
demonstrable competitive harm this merger would cause. See Heinz, 246 F.3d at 720 (“[T]he
high market concentration levels present in this case require, in rebuttal, proof of extraordinary
efficiencies, which the appellees fail to supply.”).104 Defendants have not shown that the
projected efficiencies are cognizable or that they would offset the likely and substantial
competitive harm of the merger. Even if they could, Defendants cannot show that such savings
would be passed on to customers. In fact,
Br. at 44 (citing PX06126-001, 002).
II. The Equities Heavily Favor a Preliminary Injunction
Defendants’ equities argument is merely a rehash of their efficiencies claims and,
therefore, does not save Defendants’ anticompetitive merger. See, e.g., Whole Foods, 548 F.3d
at 1041 (“[A] ‘risk that the transaction will not occur at all,’ by itself, is a private consideration
that cannot alone defeat the preliminary injunction.”); Heinz, 246 F.3d at 726-27. Rather, the
balance of the equities weighs heavily in favor of enforcement of the antitrust laws. Br. at 44-45.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court grant the
preliminary injunction.

104

Indeed, efficiencies have never saved an otherwise anticompetitive merger. See CCC Holdings, 605 F. Supp. 2d
at 73; Heinz, 246 F.3d at 720-21.
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